Go d Morning Paris !
The Paris innovation ecosystem:
a world to discover
18th of February 2016 at Hôtel de Lauzun, from 8:45 am to 11:30 am
Registration required

Welcome and coffee
9:00 am

1st part : The Paris Innovation scene
Introduction: programs and initiative supported by the city

Didier GUILLOT - President of Paris&Co and Member of the Paris City Hall Council.

# The Talents

Christine BALAGUÉ - Holder of the Social Networks Chair, Institut Mines-Telecom,
and former Vice President of CNNum (French Digital Council).

# Research and Development made in Paris

Jacques LEWINER - Professor and Honorary Scientific, Director of École Supérieure de Physique et de Chimie
Industrielles de la Ville de Paris ESPCI ParisTech.

# Cap Digital Cluster

Patrick COCQUET - Managing Director.

# Testimony of an International IT company

Jean-Philippe BAERT - VP EMEA South, SalesForce Marketing Cloud.

# Model of an experimentation by a startup
Yohan HUBERT- CEO Founder, Sous Les Fraises Paris.
10:00 am

2nd part : One minute madness pitch by incubators and accelerators
104 Factory - A meeting place between the artistic, economic and social spheres convenient for the development
of innovative startups.
Genopole - France’s leading biotech and biotherapy cluster.
La Paillasse - Network of interdisciplinary laboratories offering the technical, legal and executive necessary for
the implementation of collaborative projects and open-source.
Les ateliers de Paris - Incubator to develop companies in the creative fields.
Microsoft Ventures Paris - Global initiative empowering entrepreneurs on their journey to build great companies.
Numa - Brings together under one umbrella synergetic activities: coworking, startup acceleration, community
outreach and open innovation programs.
Paris&Co - The economic development and innovation agency of Paris.
Paris Pionnières - The key partner for all women who want to innovate in the field of services and are looking to
launch their startup.
SenseCube - Accelerator program for social startups.
Starburst Accelerator - This accelerator provides seed funding from the top business angels and venture capital
firms dedicated to Aerospace, Defense and Security as well as access to the largest aerospace group stakeholders.
Startup42 - Accelerator for tech startups in Paris.

10:30 am

3rd part : Coffee and networking with the speakers

The Paris innovation ecosystem: a world to discover
Thursday, 18th of February from 8:45 am to 11:30 am
Hotel de Lauzun, 17 quai d’Anjou – 75004 Paris

Location
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IEA
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75004
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Registration

Prices

>> Please click here to register online <<
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